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CHAPTER I 
THE PROBLEM, SCOPE, JUSTIFICATION 
1. Statement of the Problem 
An ~nalysis of spe_aker ~ttitudes , s peaking abilitie~, 
and audience reactions. -- This study was an attempt to 
analyze the 
11 
Attitudes, 
3,4/ 
actions 
r elationshi ps exi s ting bet ween Speaker 
- gj -
Speaking Abil ities, and Audience Re-
as tested by rating scales in c ertain t heses 
whi ch comprised a group project. The parti cular thesis 
with whi ch this paper is concerned can be stated as 
follows: 11 The attitudes expressed by the speaker in his 
self-appraisal are subjective feelings and are not 
observed by his audience in their ap praisal of his 
s peaking abilities nor in their appraisal of their 
lf Emery, Richard , "An Evaluation of Attitudes of Fear 
and Confidence in Speaking Situations at t he Ei ghth and 
Elev enth Grade Levels". Unpublished Mas t er 's Thesis, 
Boston University School of Education, 1951. 
gj French, Richard B., "An Analysis of Speaking Abilities 
at the Ei ghth and Eleventh Grade Levels". Unpublished 
Master 's Thesis, Boston University School of Educati on, 
1951. 
Q/ Jones, Charles c., 11 An Analys i s of Audience Reactions 
t o the Speaker at the Ei ghth Grade Level". Unpublished 
Mast er 's Thesis, Boston Univer si ty School of Education, 
1951. 
1f Harrington, Raymond, "An Analysis of Audience Reactions 
to the Speaker at the Eleventh Grade Leveln. Master's 
Thesis in process, Boston University School of Education. 
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reactions to his presentation." 
2. Scope 
The nature of the data used in this thesis and the 
population from which the sample was drawn.-- The data with j 
which this thesis is concerned was gathered in a general 
research project which was concerned with measurement and 
evaluation of speaking abilities and of s peaker-audience 
reactions. The sample consisted of two hundred students, 
evenly divided between the eighth and eleventh grade 
levels in the follo wing schools: 
1. Browne Junior High School, Malden 
2. Lynn Cla ssical Hi gh School, Lynn 
3. Lynn English Hi gh School, Lynn 
4. Medway Hi gh School, Medway 
5. Needham Hi gh School, Needham 
6. Needham Junior Hi gh School, Needham 
7. Newton Hi gh - School, Newton 
8. Parlin Junior Hi gh School, Everett 
9. Winchester Hi gh School, Winchester 
10. Winchester Junior Hi gh School, Winchester 
The subjects were drawn from classes in English, 
Social Studies, and Science. Prior to each session, a 
Listener's Evaluation Chart for Talks was given to the 
classroom teacher for the purpose of evaluating the talk 
relative to speaking abil ity. Also, a speech ob s erver, 
,, 
I 
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a graduate student in Speech Educat ion, rated the talk on 
this scale. At the same time, an Audience Rating Scale 
was distributed to five members of the class to rate their 
attitudes and impressions during the talk. At the 
conclusion of the talk the Speaker was given the Speaker's 
Rating Scale to rate his attitudes before, during and 
after the talk. The following table is inserted to 
graphically illustrate the nature of the data: 
Table 1. Source of the data. 
Number Number Being Rated 
Scale Rating 8th Grade 11th Grade Total 
Speaker's Rating 1 100 100 200 
Teacher's Rating 2 100 100 400 
Audience's Rating 5 100 100 1000 
Total of the sample 1600 
Table 1. indicates that for each talk given there 
were eight individuals rating. There were one hundred 
speakers at the eighth grade level and one hundred 
speakers at the eleventh grade level, for a total of 
200 talks given and self-rated. Each of the talks were 
rated by a total of eight individuals for a total of 
1600 ratings. To insure ease of handling of the many 
scores the two scores of the Listener's Evaluation Chart 
were averaged out to a single score. Likewise the five 
scores of the Audience Reaction were averaged out to a 
single score. 
I 
i 
I 
I 
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I 
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3. Justification 
The need for a better understanding of speaker-
audience interpersonal relationship~. The justification 
for this study is based upon the need for a better under-
standing of speaker-audience interpersonal relationships 
as a guide and an aid for the teacher of public speaking 
It is of vital concern to all teachers of speech and 
public speaking ~ with regard to the student being 
introduced to the formal speaking situation, to provide 
a firm foundation of speaking ability. It is hoped that 
through an analysis of the individual's estimate of his 
reactions to public speaking as compared with the 
listener's evaluation and the audience's evaluation of 
the speaker, in the speaking situation, to point up 
certain tangible facts which mi ght be stressed in the 
training of pupils in public speaking and speech classes. 
Most important, however~ is the necessity for demon-
strating the existence of these factors as either actual 
or imaginary. The authors of the theses of the original 
project are common in their belief that, despite 
previous research in this area, the need still remains 
for information which will lead to a fuller appreciation 
of the emotional interplay of the speaker-audience 
experience. 
4 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF RELATED RESEARCH 
1. Related Research 
Speaker attitudes. -- In the study: "An Evaluation 
of Attitudes of Fear and Confidence in Speaking Situations 
at the Ei ghth and Eleventh Grade Levels", Emery was 
concerned with an evaluation of the speaker's attitude 
towards himself and his audience in the public speaking 
situation. The specific attitudes measured were those 
of reported fears and/or confidence toward speaking 
before groups. The study evaluated t he feelings as 
reported by eighth and eleventh grade. students on a 
devised rating scale which indicated attitudes before, 
during and after s peaking. The justification for this 
study was based on the fact that previous studies 
concerned with stage fri ght, its manifestat i on s and its 
psychological implications, had been limited mainly to 
college groups. Emery wished, by his study, to extend 
t his type of investi gation to the secondary levelQ/. 
He felt that such a study was needed at this level so as 
to gain insight and understanding of the si gnificance of 
stage fri ght to the majority of the popula tion, that is, 
those who will not receive benefit of hi gher education. 
0§7 Emery, Richard M., op. cit.-, p. 2 
I 
I 
I 
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In reviewing the literature of previous research 
in this area Emery investigated the material presente·d 
by the studies already completed on the college level 
and concluded with a detailed report on a study by 
H. Gilkinson entitled: nsocial Fears as Reported by 
Students in College Speech Classes." This particular 
study was especially imnortant to Emery's study because 
a scal e developed by Gilkinson was adapted and revised 
for the purpose of obtaining the data for use . in the 
evaluation of the speaker's feelings and attitudes. 
In the selection of the Gilkinson Scale as the basis 
for his revised scale Emery was guided by the study of 
M. Dickens, F. Gibson, and C. Prall, "An Experimental 
Study of the Overt Manifestations of Stage Fri ght", who 
had reported a validity of 0.39 and 0.41 with teacher 
and student ratings. This was accepted as satisfactory 
on the basis that validity is difficult to establish 
on this type of test. However, it was decided to 
modify t he scale since it seemed too lenghy for 
practical classroom use. 
Finally, 38 items were selected as best tapping 
feelings and attitudes of 11 fear" and confidence" in the 
speaking situation. These items were of the same 
content as the ori ginal Gilkinson items with the ex-
ception of the changing of the wording in seven of the 
6 
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a definite need, for this group, of s peech 
training and exposure to speech experiences 
to increase confidence in speaking 
situations. 
3. Sixty-eight percent of the eleventh grade 
sample's scores fall below a reasonably 
interpreted confidence reaction score. 
This is int er pr eted as indicating that 
the group needs speech training and 
exposure to speech experiences to increase 
their confidence in the speaking situation. 
4. Twelve percent of the ei ghth grade 
sample's scor es show reasonably interpreted 
marked fear reactions in speaking situations. 
This indicates a need for investi gation 
of other inhibiting social traits or 
attitudes. 
5. Three percent of the eleventh grade 
sample's scores show reasonably interpreted 
marked fear reactions in speaking 
situations. 
6. Boys and girls show approximately the 
same degree of fear and coPSidence when 
the sexes are compared at their respective 
grade level. 
9 
I' 
I! 
Jl 
In general the scores i ndicate that the students 
repr esented in this study need speech training and 
experiences so as to alleviate or reduce inhibiting fears 
to ward speaking before groups. 
Speaking abilities.-- In the study, 11 An Analysis of 
Speaking Abilities at the Ei ghth and Eleventh Grade 
Level", French states the following as the aim of his 
_roblem, the analysis of speaking abilities during oral 
reports in the ei ghth and eleventh grade classroom 
. v 
situations The data gathered will be used to assist 
teachers of all subjects, as well as teachers of public 
speaking and speech, in helping the student become more 
effective in his speaking abilities. The ultimate goal 
is the achievement of some measurable indication of a 
student's speaking abilities in a speaking situa tion, 
with an easily evaluated, simple yet comprehensive 
§/ 
chart • 
The chart used was an instrument devised by 
Dr. Wilbert Pronovost of Boston University and indicated 
abilities while speaking in an oral report or public 
speaking situa tion. The important considerations were 
an evaluation of: (1) above-average speaking abilities; 
(2) poor speaking abilities; (3) whether girls or boys 
1/ French, Richard B., op. cit. p. 1 
§/ Ibid. p. 5 
10 
a re the better speakers a t t he t wo gr ade levels being 
studied; (4) increased effectiveness in speaking abilitEs 
a t the eleventh grade as compared with the same abilities 
a t the eighth grade level. 
Pr evious to each report, the Listener' s Evaluat ion 
Chart for Talks was given to the clas sroom teacher and 
to t he speech observer for t h e pur pose of evaluating 
the speaking abilities of the speaker during the talk. 
The chart had t vrenty-nine i terns wi th three degrees of 
choice to each item. The rating of ( 2) was given to 
denote "an above averagett; a very good, or a strength 
in t h e performance of the speaking ability being r ated, 
fl.nd iJITaS likewise check ed when a definite "yes" lfra s used 
to answer a question. The rating of (1) was che ck ed to 
denote an "avera ge" or satisfactory performance or when 
a "some of the time" answer could be used in reply to a 
question. A rating of ( 0) v·ms checked to denote a 
"below average" , poor performance or when a weakness 
was noticed in the ability being rated and likewise 
1Nhen a question was answered by the word "no." The 
I overall rating was determined by adding t he number of 
I (2) ratings checked on the chart and multiplying that 
J number by two. The number of (1) ratings were added up. 
I These t vro scores ~vere totaled together and gave one 
1 total score of evaluation of speaking abilities. Since 
II 
1! two charts were r ated for each speaker, total scores on 
I• 
,. 
I j 
11 
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each of the two charts were added together and a single 
score was averaged to determine the speakers general 
performance. The best possibl e average score was 58 
and the poorest average score possible was 0. 
The findings of this study of speaking abilities at 
both gr ade levels indicated that the eleventh grade 
students were better overall speakers than the ei ghth 
grade students. The eleventh grade speakers were better 
s peakers in all specific abilities except four. The 
ei ghth gr ade speakers were more effective in their 
ability to be heard more easily by t he audience. Both 
grade levels were equally at ease during the oral 
reports, were equally distinct as they spoke, and t heir 
voices were equally pleasing to hear. The critical 
ratio indicated that there were no statistical differences 
between the girls and the boys with the one exception on g; 
the item concerning nea t appearance. 
Quartile analysis indicated that at both grade 
levels the speakers in the upper quartile were very 
good in the performance of all speaking abilities 
measured and those in the l ower quartile, particularly 
of the ei ghth grade group, were very poor on all speaking 
12 
13 
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In short, the poorer speakers of the eleventh gr ade 
group did much better than the poorer speakers in the 
ei ghth grade group, while the above-average speakers 
at each grade level were almost equally as good in the 
performance of all abilities. 
Audience reactions. - - In the study, flAn Analysis 
of Audience Reactions to the Speaker at t he Eighth 
Grade Level", Jones analyzed and evaluated audience-
10/ 
speaker relationships at the secondary school level 
This was accomplished through examination of data 
obtained for audience ratings of student speakers at 
the eighth grade level. 
The items selected for use in the Audience Rating 
Scale numbered 24 and were correlates of the same items 
appearing on the Speaker's Self-Rating Scale. The 
additional 14 items app earing on the Speaker's Scale 
were not included because of the inability to relate 
them to a response which the audience could make. It 
was determined that five raters for each speaker would 
be sufficient and would assist, in general, in maintain-
ing audience interest. 
Scoring of the ratings was accomplished by obtain-
ing the algebraic sum of the nyes" and "no" answers 
(plus and minus values) and converting to "coded" 
~ 10/ Jones, 
-=-=-=-~-----==---==~ ====-=== 
Charles c., op. cit. p. 1 
I 
I 
~ 
I 
I 
I 
~' --~-scores for convenience of statistical treatment. This 
coding gave a theoretical maximum range of 1 to 49. 
Since each speaker was rated five times by the audience, 
the plus and minus scores of these ratings were averaged 
leaving the speaker with a single algebraic score which 
was then transposed to a coded score. The final scores 
were interpreted in terms of favorable and unfavorable 
responses on a continuous scale extending from 1 to 49. 
It was assumed t hat scores below the 25th percentile 
were indicative of extremely unfavorable audience reaction, 
while scores above the 75th percentile were indicative 
of very favorable audience reaction. The scores lying 
in bet ween were interpreted as showing neither of the 
definite reactions by the audience to the speaker. 
Analysis of the scores indica.ted a very small 
number of scores between 23 and 27; a major grouping 
betv1een 28 and 32; another large grouping in the 
immediate area of the mean, with a sharp drop-off at 
score 37; then a rather significant clustering b et ween 
scores 38 and 42. This last grouping would correspond 
to the theoretical upper quartile on the unfavorable-
favorable scale, indicating a hi gh degree of favorable 
audience response. 
Comparative analysis of scores indicated, on the 
whole, that sex differences did not exist since the 
-=-------=---= =-===== 
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I 
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reactions of both groups appear to be pretty much alike. 
An item by item analysis indicated that on occasion 
the audience did not understand the import of the item. 
Most of the items, however, were such as might be 
expected in a homogenous group (clas smates of the same 
ag e level and with similar interests); that is, audi ences 
are friendly toward the speaker, f eel that he does a 
fairly good job of speaking, are interested in what 
he has to say, are aware of nervous conditions. 
The results of this study pointed to the need for 
more thorough and intensive work in t he area of audience-
s peaker relationships. It was considered of paramount 
im~ortance t hat an efficient measuring instrument be 
developed. He felt t hat the results of his research 
did not supply the data which would allow for the 
clearest of inferences regarding the audience reaction 
to t he speaker's feeli ng states. This conclusion was 
based on the fact t hat the main scale was "tapping" 
several things. In addition to the speaker's fears, it 
appeared to be getting a t such things as organizational 
ability, adeptness in choosing subject matter for t alks, 
pupil popularity, and other traits or abilities not 
w 
closely related to f ear and confidence. 
ll/ Ibid. p. 49 
15 
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The study, "An Analysis of Audience Reactions to 
I 
I 
the Spea1';:er at t he Eleventh Gr ade Level !! is in process. 
Ho wever t he raw data compiled for this study has been 
made available. It is felt t hat this data will be 
sufficient f or t he purposes of this study. 
2. Summary 
In the ori gi nal theses t he numerical scores attained 
~~vere assi gned a position on independent continua, for 
the r es pective projects, the extremes of which were 
described semantically in t he follo wing manner: 
1. Speaker Attitudes: fear - confidence 
2. Speaking Abilities: poor - good 
3. Audience Reactions: unfavorable - favorable 
Casual observation of these descriptive words would tend 
to convey the impression that the continua are unrelated 
relative to the emotional attitudes being "tapped." 
Contrary to this connotation it was ob served in the 
12/ 
conclusions drawn by Jones that the main scale was 
"tapping" several things in addition to the speaker's 
fear and confidence namely such things as orga.nizational 
ability, adeptness in choosing subject matter for t alks, 
pupil popularity, and other traits or abilities not 
closely related to fear and confidence. The work of 
1E/ Jones, Charles c., op. cit., p . 49 
I 
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13/ 
French was concerned with the individual's speaking 
abilities and in the main tested for t hese factors. 
Ho wever, analysis of the rating scale which he employed 
discloses certain areas being tested which could not be 
entirely f ree of the emotional components of fea r and 
confidence. Chief among these a.re the areas concerned 
with Poise and AplJ ea.rance and Voice and Articulation. 
In general it mi ght be said that the rest of the scale 
could be subject in gr eater or lesser degree to t hese 
same emotional components. That is to say, it is an 
i mpossibility for t he individual to be completely 
det ached and not to effect his general speaking abilities 
with his basic personality. 
Because of the close r elationship existing between 
the attitudes "tapped" by Jone's, Harrington's, and 
Emery's scales (the 24 i terns of Jone·' s and Harrington's 
scales are correlatives of Emery's items) it is as sumed 
that all three instruments together with French's 
instrument are, in general, "tapping" t he same basic 
content. It is assumed, t herefore, for the sak e of 
ease in statistical analysis, that the terms of the 
individual continua semantically described as fear, 
poor, and unfavorable are comparable and that their 
W French, Richard B., op. cit. 
17 
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correlatives representing the upper extremes of these 
same continua, by reason of the same assumption, 
are comparable. 
I! 
lj 
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CHAPTER III 
PRO CEDURE 
1. General Consi derations 
Gen eral considerations arising Prior to the 
selection o~ the method of handling the nroblem. In 
determining the most efficient a.nd effective method of 
handling the data availabl e from the ori ginal project 
it •.rvas necessary to convert the scor es of the 
ori ginal continua which 'Nere expressed in a wei ght ed 
score form which gave them a degree of vari ation. 
Havi n g converted the scores t he sel ection of a statis t i c 
which '!Vould best compare t hese s cores was the next 
important problem. The nature of t h e parameter under 
observation was such t hat t here 1Nas no obj ective evidence 
~1rhi ch required us to assume t hat this was a normal 
distribution, truly repr esentative of the popula tion a s 
a whole. It was , t herefore, advi sable to employ a 
statistic t hat minimized t h e necessity for such 
assumptions. In this thesis the statistic used is a 
vari ation of the Chi Square Test of Independence known 
14/ 
a s t he Median Test. 
14/ Lincoln E. Moses, 11 Non-Parametric Statist i cs for 
Psychological Research", Psychological Bulletin, 
(March, 1952) 49: 2, pp. 1 22-142. 
- 19-
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2. Standard Scores 
The comput a tion of Standard Scores from t he weighted 
scores of the original distributions. The fir st factor 
demanding consideration at this time concerns the 
numerical scores ( wei ghted scores) assigned along t he 
continua of the original distributions. The following 
table demonstrates t he minimum and maximum theoretical 
ranges of these distributions. 
Table 2. Theoretical Ranges of the Original Di s tributions 
Scale Theoretical Range of Continuum 
Speaker's Rating 
Teacher's Rating 
Audience's Rating 
1 
0 
1 
77 
58 
49 
Observation of Table 2 indica tes the variations 
bet ween continua relative to the minimum and maximum 
theoretical ranges. It can be readily seen t hat 
t h ese continua, as they stand have little or no actual 
relationship. In order to i nsure ea se of handling 
15/ 
statistically a Standard Score distribution was 
computed for the three original distributions. In 
handling this computation a Mean of 50 a.nd a Standard 
1§/ Garrett, Henry E., Statistics in Psychology and 
Education, Longmans , Green and Co., New York, 1947, 
pp. 232-240. 
20 
Deviation of 10 was assumed for the Standard Score 
distributions. This standardization of the scores is a 
linear transformation. The Standard Scores, in this 
instance, have the same form of distribution as the 
ori ginal scores, and are simply ori ginal scores expressed 
in standard deviation units. This method serves the 
pur pose of assigning comparable ratings to all of the 
scores of the distribution t hus giving t hree distributions 
which are relatively comparable. 
3. Quartile Analysis 
Analy:sis of the lower fourth and UQper fourth Qf 
the distributions. The analysis of t he extremes of the 
distributions as represent ed by the lower fourth (Ql) 
and t he upper fourth (Q3) will demonstrate the relation-
ship of the various scores f alling within these r anges. 
The lower fourth of these distributions is comparable 
to the semantic desi gnations of fear, unfavorable and 
poor. The upper fourth of these distributions is 
comparable to the semantic desi gnations confidence, 
favorable and good. This analysis will demons trate, 
by number of individuals, t he relationship of the 
speaker's self-rating of fear and confidence to the 
teacher's comparable ratings of poor and good relative 
to effectiveness; and the speaker's self-rating of fear 
and confidence to the audience's reactions of unfavorable 
21 
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and f avorable. In short, t he pur pose of such an analysis 
is to demonstrate whether the speaker's rating in 
either of these quartiles wa s comparably rated by the 
t eachers and the audience relative to the same quartiles. 
4. The Null Hypothesis 
The formulation of the Null Hypothesis relative tQ 
this studz. With t he establishment of t he t hree sets 
of scores whi ch are comparable among themselves the 
next problem requi ring consideration concerns t he 
analysis of these scores rel ative to t heir relationship . 
The problem is concerned with determining whether t he 
Speaker Attitudes Ratings and the Speaking Abilities 
Ratings are the same or related; and •JVhether t he 
Speaker Attitudes Ratings and t he Audience Reactions 
Ratings are the same or related. It is well to note at 
t his point, for t he sake of statistical accuracy, that 
both of t hese propositions are concerned only with the 
population from which t his sample is drawn (that is, 
the ei ghth and eleventh gr ade students compr ising t his 
study). Having determined the se factors, it is now 
necessary to consider t he formulation of the Null 
16/ 
Hypothesis This consideration results in the 
follo 'Ning hypotheses to be tested: 
1§/ Ibid.=pp. 232-240. 
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The Speaker's (Speaker Attitudes Ratings) 
Ratings and the Teacher's (Speaking Abilities 
Ratings) Ratings are essentially the same or 
dependent (that is, t hat t he feelings expressed by 
the Speaker, as represented by his self-rating score, 
are essentially related to the teacher's estimate of 
speaking ability as represented by their r at ing score 
of his speaking abil ities). 
The Speaker's (Speaker Attitude Ratings) 
Ratings and t he Audience's (Audience Reactions 
Ratings) Ratings are essential ly the same or 
dependent (that is, t ha t t he feelings expr essed 
by the Speaker, as represented by his self-rating 
score are essentially the same as the feelings 
observed by the Audi ence, a s repr esent ed by their 
r ati ng score of t he speaker). 
5. The Chi Square Test of Independence 
T.he ap olication of t he Chi Square Test to the 
uresent t besis. -- Having formulated the hypot he ses 
t he next step in the process ~as to determine the 
applicable statistic for t esting the hy~otheses. It 
was determined that the Chi Square Test of Independence 
would best test the hypotheses proposed. In general 
the Chi Square Test of Independence tests the agreement 
between the observed results and those expected on the 
hypothesis. The more closely the observed results 
approximate to the expected, the smaller is Chi Square 
and the closer the agr eement bet ween the obs erved data 
and the hypothesis being t es t ed. On t he other hand, 
t he larger the Chi Square t he gr eater the probability 
of a r eal divergence of experimentally obs erved results 
from expect ed results. In determining Chi Square in 
---o.--=-- -1 
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I this study the f ollowing application of t he Chi Square 
Test has been used for t he reason t hat in this particular 
application no a s sumptions are made concerning t he 
normalcy of the distribution and likewise there are no 
assumptions made as to the nature or character of the 
17/ 
parameters being tested. The setting-up of the test 
is accomplished by laying out all of the distri bu tions 
on a lowest score to hi ghest score basis and determining 
t he mid-point by counting i nto t he middle of the combined 
distributions. The score closes t to the median point of 
the combined distributions is used a s a TTcutting point." 
A four f old t able is thus constructed and the t wo gr oups 
are compared for t he number of cases having scores 
above and below t his point. Invoking the TTNull 
Hypothesis" is t antamount to stating t hat, in each of 
t he t wo groups, t he number of cases lying above and 
below t he "cutting point" should be t he same or close 
to it. In other words, in such a case, t he median 
value of the distributions combined is very close to 
t he median values of the i ndividual groups and the Chi 
Square val ue approaches zero. As t he number of cases 
f alling above t he "cutting point" in one group becomes 
larger t han the number of cases in the other group , the 
11/ Lincoln E. Moses, op. cit. pp . 125-126. 
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Chi Square value increases, and the groups tend to 
separate out. When the Chi Square value becomes 
significant, t hat is, when t he chances in a hundred that 
t he Chi Square of the observed size could occur by 
chance are very few, the Null Hypothesis may be discarded. 
To evaluate Chi Square the table of Chi Square is 
18/ 
employed. To accomplish this it is necessary to have 
the given value of Chi Square and t he degrees of freedom 
(df) of the table. Df is calculated by application of 
t he f ormula df = (r-1)(c-1) in which "r" is the number 
of rows and ncn the number of columns in which the data 
are tabulated. With this information we find P (the 
Probability t hat the obtained Chi Square is si gnificant). 
For pur poses of analyzing the da ta thus obtained in 
this study it has been determined t hat t he follo wing 
levels of signi ficance for P will be adhered to: 
1. L.05 -- difference could occur by chance 
alone 1 in 20 times. The samples are drawn 
2 . 
from si gnificantly different populations. 
Therefore Null Hypothesis rejected • 
• 10 - .05 a tendency for the two groups of 
scores to be drawn from two truly different 
populations. Since a difference of such a 
size could occur by chance only between 
l§l Garrett, Henry E., op. cit. p. 241. 
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3. 
1 in 10 times ~~d 2 in 20 times t he Null 
Hypothesis can neither be accepted nor 
rejected. P value assumed to indicate a 
tendency toward the possibility of rejecting 
t he Null Hypothesis. 
~ .10 difference could occur by chance 
alone 2 or more times in 20. Therefore the 
Null Hypothesis is accepted. It is assumed 
t hat t he scores are dra~m from identical 
populations, t hat is, no s i g1uficant difference 
exists. 
It is to be noted that in the comparison of t he 
Speaker Self-Rating Scale and the Audience Reactions 
Scale the comparison involved only t he t wenty-four 
matched items, t hat is t he t wenty-four items of t he 
Audi ence Scale which are matched on the Speaker Self-
Rating Scale. 
---=---- -~--
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CHAPTER IV 
RESULTS A1JD DISCUSSION 
1. Analysis of Data 
Analysis of the Standard Score Distribution. With 
the computation of the Standard Score Distribution from 
the wei ghted scores of the original distributions a 
linear transformation was accomplished and t he resultant 
scores are actually the ori ginal scores expressed in 
19/ 
standard deviation units. The nature of these 
distributions, for both grade levels, is illustrated 
in t he follo wing table. 
Table 3. Ei ghth and Eleventh Grade Standard Score 
Distributions 
Seal~ M SD 
Eighth Grade 
Speaker's Rating 50.4 9.84 
Teacher's Rating 50.1 9.82 
Audience's Rating 50.0 10.32 
Eleventh Grade 
Speaker's Rating 50.3 10.0 
Teacher's Rating 50.3 9.9 
Audience's Rating 49.1 16.1 
19/ See CHAPTER III p. 20 
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2. Analysis of Data: Ei ght h Grade 
The analysis of the lower 
fourth and t he upper fourth of t he t hree distributions 
at t he ei ghth grade level provided the results which are 
listed in t he following t ables. Th e na t ure of the 
comparison requires the use of t hree t abl es to accurately 
de oict t h e trends of t h e t hree di stributions relative 
to t h es e quarti l es. 
Tabl e 4. The speaker's self-rating i n Ql and Q3 compared 
with Teacher and Audience ratings of t he same 
i ndividuals. 
Tea cher Audience 
§_Qeaker Q] % Avg.* % Q.3 % Rl % Avg. % Q3 
Ql 24 8 33 14 59 2 8 12 50 11 46 1 
Q3 22 1 5 9 41 12 54 2 9 5 22 15 
*The term Average has been u sed to desi gna te t he i nter-
quartile range. This range includes t hose individuals 
who showed no mar ked fear or c'onfidence r eactions. In 
t he s ame manner Ql desi gnates marked fear reactions and 
Q3 designates mar k ed confidence reactions. 
Table 4 i ndicates, tmder t he caption Speaker , the 
number of Speakers self-rating t h emsel ve s a s having 
felt mar ked fear reactions and the number havi ng fel t 
mar ked confidence reactions. Under the caption Tea cher 
% 
4 
69 
is list ed the comparative rating of the Teacher as si gned 
t o t hese s ame individuals relative to Speaking Ab i l iti es. 
Under t he caption Audi ence is l isted t he compar a tive 
rat i ng of t he Audience assigned to these same i ndi viduals 
---- -==- ~~ -== - -
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relative to Audience Reactions. 
Of the Speakers rating themselves in the first 
qu artile ei ght were comparably rated by the Teachers 
and t welve 1Nere so r a ted by the audience. The remainder 
of t he Speaker group rating themselves in the first 
quartile were rated as showing other than a marked 
fe ar reaction. Relative to the third quartile, of the 
Speakers rating themselves in this manner t welve were 
r ated comparably by the Teachers and fifteen by the 
audience. The remainder of the Speaker group rating 
t h emselves in the third quartile were r B.ted as sho·rving 
other than mark ed confidence reactions . 
These results indicate a tendency for the Teachers 
and the Audience to rate the Speaker slightly hi gher 
than the Speaker rates himself. This is true not only 
with regard to the area of defin~te fear reactions but 
likewise e.t the marked confidence level. In general, 
however, there were no clearly defined trends of agree-
ment but there was , rather, a tendency for the Teachers 
and Audience to r ate the Speaker in a way differing 
with the way t hat the Speaker r ated himself . 
A further substantiation of the tendency for the 
Tea chers and the Audience to rate t he Speaker in a 
different way is afforded by consideration of the 
I 
information included in t he follo wing tables. 
I 
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Table 5. The Teacher's Rating in Q1 and Q3 compared 
with t he Speaker's Self-Rating in t he same 
instance. 
Speaker 
Teacher Ql % Avg. % Q3 
Ql 22 8 36 13 59 1 
% 
5 
Q3 26 2 8 12 46 12 46 
Analysis of Table 5 indicates t he following factors: 
Th e 8 i ndividuals r at ed in Q1 and the 12 indi viduals 
r ated in Q3, under t he caption Speaker, are the same 
i ndividuals pr eviously a ccount ed for in Table 4. The 
i ndividuals under t he caption Teacher, less those list ed 
immediately above, are an independent gr oup of Speak er s 
rat ed in the t wo quarti les. Analys i s of t hi s table in 
li ght of t hese facts r eveals that t here was a large 
proport ion of Speakers r a ti ng themselves as having 
oth er t han marked fear or confidenc e r eactions who 
were r ated as having marked poor or good speaking ability 
by the Teacher. Again there is a tendency for t he 
Teachers to r a te t he Speakers in a way t hat is differ ent 
t o t he way t hat t he Speakers rate t hemselves. 
tl 
I 
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Table 6. The .Audience's Rating in Ql and Q3 compared with 
t he Speaker's Sel f -Rating i n t he same i ns t ance. 
.Audienc e Ql % 
Sp eaker 
Ayg , % 0 3 ob 
Ql 24 12 50 10 42 2 8 
Q3 26 1 4 10 38 15 58 
Analysis of Table 5 indicates t he follo wing factors: 
The ::!..2 individuals rated in Ql and t he 15 individual s 
rated in Q3, under t he caption Speaker, are t he same 
i ndlviduals previously a ccounted for in Table 4. The 
individuals under t he caption Audience, Jess t hose 
listed i~~edi ately above, are an i ndependent group of 
Speakers r ated in t h e t wo quarti l es. Anal ysi s of this 
t abl e in light of t hese facts a gain r ev eal s t hat t here 
was a large proportion of Speakers rating t hemselves 
as having other t han mark ed fear or confidence reactions 
who 'iiere, in turn, rated as having marked fear or 
coP~idence reactions by t he Audience. Once more a 
tendency is demonstrated for the Audience to rate t he 
Spea1cers i n a different 'Nay t han the Speakers rate 
t hems elves. 
In summary, it can be noted from analysis of the 
fore going t abl es t hat agr eement does not exist, on the 
whole, rel a tive to Speaker Attitudes, Speaking Abi l ities, 
and Audience Reactions. Th e agreement t hat does exist 
31 
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t hat in any group certain i ndividual speakers will give 
a good or poor performance of su ch a caliber t hat it '!Jill 
be i mmediately reco gnizable by t hose listening. In 
general, from the data, it is inferred t hat t he attitudes 
f elt by t he Speaker are subjective and are not ob s erved 
by t h e audience. 
Analysis of Chi SQ.ue.re Re.s.ults. The application of 
20/ 
t h e Median Test to t h e present problem, rel ative to 
t h e Ei ght h Grade sample , pr oduced t he results which are 
presented in the following table. 
Table 7. Median Test Results: Ei ghth Grade Level. 
--- ----
Ratings Chi Saua.re p 
Spea."ker vs Teacher 2 .88 .10-.05 
Sp eal-cer vs Audience 26.0 L .05 
Teacher VS Audience . 08 ~ .10 
Analysis of Table 5 indicates t he follo wing with 
regard to the P value obtained in comparing t he various 
scales by application of the Median Test. In comparing 
t h e Speaker versu s t h e Tea ch er Scales a tendency is 
observed for t he Teachers to rate the Speakers in a way 
t hat is different to t he way t~at the Speaker rated 
himself. In the Speaker versus t he Audience comparison 
the P value obtained indicated a tendency for the 
Audience to rate the Spealcer in a \"fay different than 
20/ See CHAPTER III, p. 23 
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himself. In analyzing t he Teacher 
versus t l1e Audience relationshi p t he P value obtained 
indicated a similarity between t he Teacher and Audience 
rating of the Speaker. 
Int erpretation of the fi ndings at t he Ei ghth Grade 
level implies t hat the Teacher's evaluation of the 
Speaker differed from the Speakerts evaluation of him-
self. The factors operating to effect this differentiation 
are not concrete and must be inferred. An inference to 
be made concerns the nature of the two scales and the 
factors which they profess to lltap." The Teacher's 
scale is concerned with organizational f actors and as 
such cannot be expected to "tap11 t he emotional factors 
involved in the Speaker's Rating Scale. It can be 
~nferred likewise t hat even in a consideration of 
organizational factors t he impact of the Speaker's 
' ersonality upon these factors cannot be discounted. 
Analysis of t he Speaker versus the Audience 
relationshi p indicates a difference in the manner in 
which the groups r ate. Of particular importance in 
the findings is the fact that the Audience •Has apparently 
objective in their estimates otherwise there would 
have been a tendency for the ratings to approximate 
each other. 
l 
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Relative to t he Teacher versus t he Audience Scale 
and the tendency of both groups to evaluate t he Speaker 
i n a similar way again is sub j ect to t he vari ations of 
t he content "tapped" by t he i ndividual scales. Again, 
t he re sul ts tend to i ndicate t hat t he audience was 
ob j ective in t heir ratings. It would seem t hat t he 
Audience ;Nas rel&,t i vely free from many of t he common 
f ailings normally attributed to such a group in evalua ting 
t he perf-::>rma11ce of t heir cla·ssmat es. 
It would appear f r om t he resul t s obtai n ed r elative 
to t he Ei gh t h Gr ade level t hat t he i nference can be 
made t hat a tenden cy exists f avoring t he t hesis t hat 
t he fears of t he Speaker ar e subjective and are not 
observed by the audience. 
3 . ~~alysis of Data: Eleventh Gr ade 
Analysis G1 and o3 • The analysis of t he lower 
fourth and t he upper fourth of t h e three distributions 
at t he eleventh grade l evel provided t he results which 
are listed in t he fo l lo 1rring t ables. The nature of 
t he comparison r equires theuse of t hree tables to 
accurately depict t he trends of t he t hree distributions 
r el ative to t h ese quartiles. 
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Table 8. The Speaker's self-rating in Ql and Q3 compared 
with Teacher and Audien ce Ratings of t he same 
individuals. 
Teacher Audience 
Sneaker Ql If! 10 Avg, % Q3 % Ql % Avg . % 03J 
Ql 25 11 44 13 52 1 4 11 44 13 52 1 4 
Q3 23 2 9 13 56 8 35 2 9 11 48 10 43 
Table 8, under t he caption Speaker, i ndicates t h e 
number of Speaker self-ratings of having felt marked 
fear reactions and marked confidence reactions. Under 
t he caption Teacher is listed t he compar ative r ating 
of t he Teacher assi gned to t hese same i ndividuals 
relative to Speaking Abi l ities. Under t he caption 
Audience is listed t he comparative r ating of t he 
Audience assi gned to t hese individuals relative to t h e 
Audi ence Reacti ons, 
Of t he Speakers rating t hemselves in t he first 
quartile eleven •Nere comparably rated by both t h e 
Teachers and t he Audience. The remai nder of the Speaker 
group rating t hemselves in t he first quartile were 
rated as sho~tri ng other than a mar k ed fear reaction by 
t he Teachers and t h e Audience. Concerning t h e t hird 
qu arti l e, of t h e Speakers rating t hemselves in t his 
manner ei ght were r at ed comparably by t he Teachers 
and ten by t he Audience. Th e r emainder of t he Speaker 
35 
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group rating t hemselves in t he t hird quartile were 
rated as shovving other t han marked con.fidence reactions. 
In general, t he results as shown in Table 8 
indicate a tendency for t he self-rating of the Speaker 
to diffe r from the· rating of t he Teachers and t he 
Audience. 
A further demonstration of t he tendency for t he 
Teachers and t he Audience to r a te t he Speaker in a 
different way is afforded by consideration of the 
i nformation included in t he follo wing tables. 
Table 9. The Teacher's Rating in Ql and Q3 compared 
with t h e Speaker's Self-Rating in t he same 
instance. 
Speaker 
~T~e~a~c~h~e~r~--------------~Ql----%~o--~A=v~g~.----%~o ____ ~o3 ____ ~%--
11 
1 
55 
4 
7 
18 
35 
67 
2 
8 
Analysis of Table 9 i ndicates t he relationship 
10 
29 
existing between the Teacher's Rating in the upper and 
lo wer fourth of a group of Speakers and the Speaker's 
comparable rating for t he two quartiles. Under the 
caption Teacher is listed t h e group rated in t he first 
and third quartiles which, in general, is a different 
group from t hat rated in Tabl e 8. However, in this 
Table we find a tendency to disagreement between t h e 
groups particularly in reference to the upper quartile 
~=--=-
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in whi ch the Speaker tends to disagree with the rating 
of the Speaker . In the lower quartile t here is a 
greater percentage of agreement but still there is a 
segment of t h e group t hat disagrees lfli th t he Teacher 
ra.ting. 
An overall interpretation lends credence to the 
t hesis t hat t he feelin~of the Speaker are subjective 
and are not observed by the Audience. 
Table 10. The Audience's Rating in Ql and Q3 compared 
with t he Speaker's Self-Rating in the same 
instance. 
Audienc~ Ql % 
Speaker 
Ayg. % Q3 
Ql 23 11 48 10 43 2 
% 
9 
Q3 24 1 5 13 54 10 41 
Analysis of Table 10 indicates under the caption 
Audience t he number of individuals rated in t he t wo 
quartiles by the Audience. Under the caption Speaker 
is listed the comparable self-rating of t he Speaker. 
Again in this table, as previously, t h e tendency to 
disagreement between t he ratings is noted. This is 
substantiated by the fact t hat the eleven individuals 
in Ql and t he ten individuals in Q3 under the caption 
Speaker are t he same individuals appearing in Tabl e 8. 
The additional individuals rated in t he two quartiles 
37 
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of this table are an independent group . In li ght of 
t hese facts it is again demonstrated t hat a dis agreement 
in rating exists between t he t wo groups. 
Analysis of Chi Square results. The application 
of t he Median Test to t he present problem, relative to 
t he Eleventh Grade sample, produced the results which 
are presented in the follo~~ng table. 
Table 11. Median Test Results : Eleventh Grade Level 
Ratings Chi Square p 
Speaker VS Teacher .20 ~.10 
Speaker vs Audience 2.98 .10 
-
Teacher vs Audience .20 ~.10 
Analysis of Table 11 indicates t h e follo wi ng with 
.05 
regard to the P values obtained in comparing t he various 
scales by a pplication of t he Median Test. In the 
comparison of t he Speak er versus the Teacher ratings 
t h ere is a tendency for t he Teachers to rate t he 
Speak er in a way similar to t he way t hat the Speaker 
rated himself . In the Speak er versus the Audience 
comparison it is noted t hat t h ere is a tendency for the 
Audience to rate t h e Speaker in a way somew·hat opposed 
to t h e way t hat t he Speaker rated himself . In analyzing 
t he Teacher versus t he Audience relation it is noted 
t hat t h e Teachers and t he Audience r a ted t h e Speaker 
in a similar way. 
--- ] ____ _ 
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Inter pr etation of the findings at the Eleventh 
Grade level relative to the similarity of the Tea ch er 
rating to t he Speaker self-rating evokes t he inference 
made conc erning t he s ame situation at t he Eighth Grade 
level namely t hat the f actors operating to effect this 
similarity must be inferred and a re principally concerned 
with t he areas being "tapped" by t h e individual scales. 
The variations in rating on t he Speaker versus the 
Audience ratings tends to indicate agreement with the 
t hesis t hat the Speaker's feeli ng s are subjective and 
are not observed by the Audience. Regarding t he 
Teacher versus t he Audience ratings and t he tendency 
of both groups to r ate the Speaker in a similar way 
seems to indicate t ~lat t h e e.udience rated t he speakers 
\Vi th a degree of obj ecti vi ty and were rela tively free 
of many of t he common failings usually attributed to 
such a group of judges. 
4. Comparison of the Eighth and Eleventh Grade Samples 
General Com"Qarison of t he Ei ~hth gnd Eleve.n:t.h 
Grade Samples. An analys is of t he data contained in 
t his t hesis leads to t he follo wing comparison of t h e t wo 
samples. The Speakers at the Eleventh Grade l evel 
were in general better speakers t han the speak ers at 
t he Eighth Grade level. This fact is substantiated 
by t he fact t hat t he Speaking Abilities and the Audience 
----===--
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reactions ratings at t he Eleventh Gr ade l evel t ended 
t o be hi gher t hr oughout t he r ange. That is, t he 
Speaking Abi l ities and t he Audi ence r eactions r atings 
of t he group in t h e first quartile of t he El eventh 
Grad e r at ed t he Sp eaker hi gher in t his quartile t han 
fo r the comparable group at t he Ei ghth Grade level. 
I n short, t h e poorer speakers of t he El eventh Gr ade 
level \Nere bet t er speakers, in gen eral, t han t he poor er 
speakers at t h e Ei ghth Gr ade l evel. The same f actors 
lh el d true in t h e t hi rd quartile i n which t he better 
speakers of t he Elevent h Grade were r ated hi gher t han the 
compar abl e group at t he Ei ght h Gr ade level. 
Analysis of t h e Chi Square Tables f or bot h group s 
indicat es t he r el ationshi p between Speaker Attitudes 
and Speaki ng Abilities. It seems f rom t hi s anal y sis 
t hat t h e dev elopment of confidence on t he par t of t h e 
Speaker in no way effects his Sp eaking Abil i t ies 
r at i ng . The Chi Square t abl e a t t h e Eleventh Gr ade 
l evel tend s to support t hi s t heory. Compar ison with t he 
Ei ght h Gr ade Chi Square t able i ndica tes t hat at the 
El event h Gr ade l evel, Speaker v ersus Teacher comparison 
t h ere is evidence of an increase in confi dence on the 
part of t he Speaker. Ho wever t his apparent increase 
i n confidence made no appreci able change in t h e Speaking 
Abil ities ratings. 
40 
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An inference which mi ght be drawn from this 
information would seem to i ndicate that the Eleventh 
Grade student has profited from daily living and 
exposure to t he social situation with its attendant 
and sometimes necessary op:9ortunities to express himself 
to other individuals and to t he group. 
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CHAPTER V 
SUr~wARY ili~D CONCLUSIONS 
1. Summary 
Summary of -orocedure and results. An analysis 
of S~eaker Attitudes, Speaking Abilities, and Audience 
Reactions at the Eighth and Eleventh Grade levels, a t 
certain selected schools, b&sed on scores obtained 
t hrough t he admi~istration of rating scales was a ttempted 
through t he follo wing procedure: 
Analytical pr ocedure: 
1. Standard Scores were computed from the wei ghted 
scores of the ori ginal distributions. 
2. A Quartile Analysis was accomplished to show 
t he relationshi p existing between the 
Speaker Attitudes of fear and confidence 
and t he Speaking Abilities r a ting of poor 
and good and the Audience Reactions rating 
of unfavorable and favorable. 
3. The selection of an adequate statistic was 
det ermined w~1ich lead to t he formulation of 
t O.e Null Hypothesis relative to Speaker 
Attitudes and Speaking Abilities and Speaker 
Attitudes and Audience Reactions. 
4._. It Nas determined to test the Null Hypothesis 
by a variation of the Chi Square Test of 
Independence kno vvn as t he Median Test. 
I 
____ j __ _ 
The Median Test was selected for the reason 
t hat in this particular application no 
assumptions are made concerning t he normalcy 
of t he distribution and there are no 
assumptions made as to the nature or 
character of the parameters being tested. 
""----~-------- = -=== 
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5. An analysis of the P values thus obtained was 
accomplished. 
Findings: 
At t he Eighth Grade level a tendency to disagree 
v·.'i th the Speaker's s elf-rating 1Nas found which 
was inclined to a gree with t he ori ginal t hesis 
that the speakers attitudes are subjective and 
are not observed by the audience. At t he Eleventh 
Gr9.de level, likewise, a tendency to disagree with 
rl 
the Speaker's self-rating was observed. Although 1[ 
II 
this disagreement ::ms not as pronounced as at the 
Eighth Grade Level nevertheless the findings 
indicated a tendency to agree with the ori ginal thesis .'1 
2. Conclusions 
The r esults of this study cannot be interpreted as 
being in complete agr eement or disagr eement with t he thesis 
proposed in t he Statement of the Problem. This fai lure 
to produce a cl ear cut inference relative to t he thesis, 
points to the necessity for further study relative to 
emoti :::mal interplay between t he Speaker and his Audience. 
Any further study of t hi s problem would call for a closer 
correlation of t he It ems of' t h e Teacher and Audience 
Scale. It migh t be concluded from this study that the 
Speaker in rating himself shows a tendency to emphas ize 
his fears while, on the other hand, the Audience in 
rating the Speaker tend to minimize the existence of 
t hese fears. 
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Suggestions for further research: 
1. Increase the validity of the Audience Ratings 
by increasing the number of rat ers. 
2. Investi gate the influences of the 14 items of 
the Speaker's Scale which are not matched 
with items of t h e Audience Scale. 
3. A similar s t udy with a more all-inclusive 
sampling. 
4. A similar study in which the t es ting areas 
would i nclude only t h e Audience and Speaker 
reactions to the paired items. 
Limitations: 
The individuals who were r at ed as Speakers in this 
study came from Engl i sh, History, Geography, and Home 
Economics classes. They were not members of a s peech 
class. There is no a ccounting for the kinds and amount of 
formal speech training t hat the individual s had r eceived. 
Further, t here is no comparison of i ndividual scores with 
speaking ability, scholarship, achievement, vocational 
choices, social activi ti es or the like. 
Regardi ng the rat ers it is to be noted t hat t heir 
numb ers were limited. The i ndividual s were rated by a 
teacher, a graduate student in speech and five classmates. 
It is not ed that not all of t he rat ers are expert. It 
has been reported in other studies t hat t he gr eat er t h e 
number of r at ers the gr eat er is t h e rel iabi li ty of the 
judgments rendered. 
- -c -= ==-r= -
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